Investigation of a conveyor belt fire in an underground coal mine: Experimental studies and CFD analysis
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Synopsis

Coal produced in underground mines is transported to the surface by means of conveyor belts throughout long roadways. The combustion of belts puts a large number of employees at great risk. Underground collieries differ from other underground mines – due to the combustible nature of the product. The most prevalent cause of belt fires in underground coal mine is spontaneous combustion due to oxidation of the coal, which also enables the conveyor belt to burn over time. In 2014, a belt fire in an underground coal mine in Manisa-Soma, Turkey caused 301 fatalities. A study has been conducted on this accident for approximately 3 years, consisting of combustion tests in a purpose-built research gallery, comparison of the test results with mine records of the accident, and CFD modelling of the mine environment. The intensity of the fire was sufficient to redirect the air flow underground, causing large amounts of toxic gases to fill almost the entire mine in approximately 15 minutes. It is recommended that CFD analysis be used in planning emergency action strategies in underground mines.
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Introduction

In underground mining, there are many factors that can cause problems ranging from minor accidents to catastrophes. One of the most important of them is the quality of air in underground airways, because low levels of oxygen or increased concentrations of dangerous gases endanger the health and safety of mineworkers. On the other hand, it is obvious that a healthy workplace results in greater productivity.

Since mining operations began, natural air flow has been used to provide ventilation by exploiting the air pressure differences between different parts of the mine. Although this is an efficient method of ventilation, in some cases it does not suffice, such as dead end volumes, crosscuts, and blind spaces where the air cannot enter naturally. In order to provide fresh air entry for workers and the efficient operation of machinery, and to dilute contaminant to below the regulatory limits, high air flows are provided via fans.

The air flow that is needed for adequate ventilation has to be calculated in order to guarantee sufficient fresh air is present in both standard operational circumstances and exceptional circumstances or accidents. For example, during routine excavation and transportation work, the required amount of air to dilute the exhaust gases from machines should be calculated, as well as the flows needed in the case of an accident followed by a mine fire. However, there is another risk that is particularly associated with underground coal mining operations – that of conveyor belt combustion. The combustion process starts with coal oxidation, which also enables the conveyor belt to burn over time.

In 2014, a belt fire in an underground coal mine in Manisa-Soma, Turkey caused 301 fatalities. A study has been conducted on this accident for approximately 3 years, consisting of combustion tests in a purpose-built research gallery, comparison of the test results with mine records of the accident, and CFD modelling of the mine environment. The intensity of the fire was sufficient to redirect the air flow underground, causing large amounts of toxic gases to fill almost the entire mine in approximately 15 minutes. It is recommended that CFD analysis be used in planning emergency action strategies in underground mines.
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Ventilation studies are a type of fluid mechanics problem, and the most sophisticated method in this field is computational fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD allows for the calculation of the variables that define fluid movement in three-dimensional spaces, after a laborious procedure of model creation, meshing, and adjustment of the equations.

CFD is widely employed and validated in industry for solving fluid problems, with immediate applications in the calculation of ventilation flows in all kinds of systems, as shown by Ballesteros-Tajadura et al. (2006) and Hargreaves and Lowndes (2007), with particular relevance in multiphase studies of fire situations (Galdo Vega et al. 2008; Yuan and You, 2007). Chen et al. (2019) used CFD to simulate fire and smoke movement in a serious fire incident in a road tunnel.

In 2014, an accident occurred at an underground coal mine in Soma-Manisa, Turkey, in which 301 workers died. More than 250 of these workers were employed on a production panel (the S panel) located on the return airway. In this article, the events that developed after fire occurred will be discussed more than the cause of the accident. Immediately after the accident, the entire mine was filled with highly concentrated gas emitted by a belt burning in an area where the air flow was almost 0.3 m/s, which is not sufficient to clean the air in a gallery under normal conditions. The conveyor involved was not a flameproof belt (legislation at the time did not require this).

The experimental part of the investigation was conducted in a research gallery in which more than 100 conveyor belt fires have been simulated. Reliable data could not be obtained from all experiments, since belt burn-in did not occur in every case. Furthermore, due to the high gas concentration, it is extremely risky to enter the gallery to obtain data while an experiment is under way.

The data at the time of the accident was taken from the sensors in the mine and used as input for the CFD analysis. The results of the CFD analysis are comparable with the data from the sensors. The CFD analysis showed that the thermodynamics of the mine completely changed due to the fire.

The research gallery

IA research gallery was built with the aim of creating an environment similar to that in which the accident occurred, in order to investigate the combustion mechanism of the conveyor belt, to characterize the combustion products, and to determine the sequence of appearance and concentrations of these products. The section of the gallery where the tests were carried out was 16 m in cross-section, the same as the site of the fire, and the support and auxiliary equipment were the same. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the gallery. Two gas sensors were used to determine the types and time-dependent concentrations of gases released by the combustion of the belt in the gallery. One sensor was used to measure the amounts of carbon dioxide (max. 500 ppm), carbon monoxide (max. 10,000 ppm), methane (max. 4%) and oxygen, and the other measuring hydrogen cyanide (max. 50 ppm), hydrogen sulphide (max. 100 ppm), chlorine (max. 50 ppm), and oxygen.

Conveyor belt combustion experiments and results

Various methods were attempted to burn conveyor belts, including using synthetic thinner, gasoline, coal, wood reinforcement material, coal-wood mixtures, and igniting them with an oxygen source. However, combustion only occurred in conveyor belts where coal and wood materials were used together. During these trials, the belt was not subjected to any force, also its temperature was adjusted to ambient. In some trials, experiments were carried out by placing the coal over the belt drum and the belt.

Combustion and post-combustion images obtained in the first experiments are given in Figure 2. As can be seen, the experiments were recorded both from the front of the gallery and from the back (inside). The front of the gallery was kept open in the first experiments, but it was sealed with steel in the later stages of the belt burning experiments and the camera was enclosed in the gallery.

In the combustion experiments, an opening was provided behind the gallery to simulate the air flow in the mine, allowing the intake of air from the fan (Figure 1). Air velocity measurements in this opening and inside the gallery are given in Figure 3. Approximately 100 experiments were carried out. One of the data-sets from the CO sensor during the first experiment is given in Figure 4. The gas sensors were calibrated after each experiment.

Gas measurements were taken in all tests. The most important information gained from these measurements is that the amounts of gas released after belt fire are very similar. As shown in Figure 5, the amount of oxygen in the ambient air is 8.12% (frequently below 3%), the CO level is higher than 10,000 ppm (the sensor’s CO measurement limit), the carbon dioxide level is above the measurement limit of the sensor, and the concentration of methane is 3.86%. Although there was no methane in the environment before combustion, the sensors detected methane once combustion...
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had started. It was found that the combustion gases that contain hydrocarbons can be detected as methane by the sensors. When the belt started to burn, a very strong flame appeared and it was very difficult to extinguish this fire. The main reason for this is that the hydrocarbons produced by combustion of the petroleum-
derived belt material act as a fuel and feed the fire. Data on the gases measured with the other sensor is given in Figure 6.

As seen in Figure 6, in addition to CO, CH\textsubscript{4}, O\textsubscript{2}, and CO\textsubscript{2}, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen sulphide, and chlorine were also emitted. These gases can be quickly fatal if inhaled at high concentrations. In the conveyor belt burning experiment depicted in Figure 6, the hydrogen cyanide concentration in the ambient air was measured at 50 ppm (the upper limit of detection by this sensor). The chlorine concentration was 17.6 ppm, hydrogen sulphide concentration 78.9 ppm, and CO concentration 500 ppm (also the upper limit of detection for this sensor, measured above 10 000 ppm with the other sensor). Legislation does not permit work in atmospheres containing less than 19% oxygen, and more than 2% methane, 0.5% carbon dioxide, 50 ppm (0.005%) carbon monoxide and other dangerous gases. The maximum hydrogen sulphide concentration permitted for 8 hours of operation is 20 ppm (0.002%). The upper measurement limits of the sensors used in these experiments were exceeded for some gases – according to the law, the limit of the sensors in the mine cannot be less than twice the allowable values. Since no information was available on the actual gas concentrations, a best-fitting approach was used to estimate concentrations. The simulated CO concentration in the environment is depicted in Figure 7. In this approach, both the sensor data in the mine during the accident (the sensor data in the mine was cut off about 3 minutes after the start of the fire) and the time-dependent gas concentration data from the experiments conducted in the research gallery were used.

Gas data obtained from sensors in the mine

Belt fires pose a great risk not only for underground coal mines, but also in other enclosed environments. It is thus very important to examine the events that occurred during the fire in the mine and the behaviour of the toxic gases that were evolved.

In an underground coal mine, a fire on a belt transporting coal may become so intense that it affects the thermodynamic conditions across almost the entire mine.

Ventilation in underground mines is provided using pressure differentials. The air moves from high pressure regions to the low pressure regions. However, as the temperature in the gallery increases with the burning process, the air pressure also increases.
Therefore, the heated air will move from the fire zone to the other parts of the mine. This movement can be very rapid, substantially altering the ventilation conditions underground.

A CFD analysis was carried out in order to accurately determine how the air flow in the mine was affected by the fire. For this purpose, the structural layout of the mine, and the features of the equipment used (secondary fans, ducts etc.) were modelled. The CFD model view of this mine is shown in Figure 8. The gallery walls in the area where the belt fire occurred are composed of rock, not coal. However, there was coal on the belt, the wood support elements, as well as the supporting steel sets. For this reason, an effort was made to create a realistic environment as possible in the experimental gallery. In CFD study, the data obtained as a result of the experiments carried out in the research gallery was used.

The data, from the CO sensors numbers 431, 501 and 545 and CH4 sensor 404 is listed in Table I (extracted from the Committee Report).

**CFD analysis**

The mining model for the CFD analysis was prepared on a 1:1 scale. In this model, the air gates employed in the mine, secondary and main fans, ducts and in-mine settlement were operated exactly as was done in the mine. Using the ANSYS FLUENT CFD solver, the mass and momentum conservation equations (Navier-Stokes equations) were solved in order to calculate the air flow (given in Equations [1] and [2]).

**Mass conservation equation:**

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{v}) = S_m \tag{1}
\]

Here \(S_m\) is the user-defined source term added to the continuous phase.

**Momentum conservation equation:**

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \mathbf{v}) + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{v} \mathbf{v}) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{T}) + \rho \ddot{g} + \mathbf{F} \tag{2}
\]

Here
- \(\rho\) is static pressure
- \(\mathbf{T}\) stress tensor
- \(\ddot{g}\) gravity effect
- \(\mathbf{F}\) external effects (contains user-defined source terms)

---

**Figure 6**—Gas concentrations in the gallery air (experiment carried out on 15 September 2016)

**Figure 7**—Estimated CO concentration in ambient air 30 minutes after the start of the fire

**Figure 8**—Simplified model of the underground mine and data used for CFD analysis
The stress tensor is defined as in Equation [3].

\[
\bar{\tau} = \mu \left[ \nabla \dot{\mathbf{v}} + \nabla \dot{\mathbf{v}}^T - \frac{2}{3} \nabla \cdot \dot{\mathbf{v}} I \right]
\]  

Here, \( \mu \) is the molecular viscosity and \( I \) a tensor. Heat transfer and mass transfer are important in this problem as well as the Navier-Stokes equations. The conservation of energy and transport equation for species are solved as follows (Equations [4] and [5] respectively).

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho E \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho \dot{\mathbf{v}} E \right) = \nabla \cdot \left( k_{\text{eff}} \nabla T \right) - \sum_j h_j \bar{f}_j + \left( \bar{\tau}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{v}} \right) + S_h
\]  

Here,

- \( k_{\text{eff}} \): effective transmission coefficient (when \( k + k_t \), \( k_t \) is given as a turbulent thermal conduction coefficient)
- \( f_j \): diffusion of species
- \( j \): diffusion of flow.

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho Y_i \right) + \nabla \cdot (\rho \dot{\mathbf{v}} Y_i) = -\nabla \cdot f_j + R_i + S_i
\]  

Here,

- \( Y_i \): local mass fraction for each species
- \( R_i \): the production of net species formed by the chemical reaction
- \( S_i \): user-defined sources.

In gaseous underground coal mines, turbulence ventilation is used in order to dilute the gases in the gallery walls and evacuate them from the mine air. The main purpose is to allow the air to flow in a swirling manner and to remove the dangerous gases that settle in the spaces on the gallery walls before they reach a high concentration. There are several methods for integrating this situation into the numerical model. In these methods, the k-e turbulence model is used in CFD analysis to ensure that the air flow in the model is under turbulent flow conditions. The k-e turbulence model has been used in addition to previous models to consider the effect of turbulence in numerical modelling. Accordingly, the turbulent kinetic energy equation and corresponding diffusion rate equation are solved (Equations [6] and [7]).

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho k u_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] + G_k + G_b - \rho \varepsilon - Y_M + S_k
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \varepsilon) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho \varepsilon u_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] + G_k + G_b - \rho \varepsilon - Y_M + S_{\varepsilon}
\]  

In these equations,

- \( G_k \): turbulent kinetic energy production from velocity gradients
- \( G_b \): rising turbulent kinetic energy production
- \( Y_M \): unstable expansion allowance for compressible turbulence
- \( C_{16}, C_{20}, \text{ and } C_4 \) are constants, the Prandtl numbers of turbulence for \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) are specified as \( \sigma_k \) and \( \sigma_\varepsilon \). Finally, \( S_k \) and \( S_{\varepsilon} \) are user-defined source terms.

More detailed information about the equations given above can be found in the ANSYS FLUENT Theory Guide (2013). The data required for the fire scenario simulation was determined from a literature survey (Wang et al., 2009; Galdo Vega, 2008) and our research results. The model in the literature for such a fire is termed the ‘pool fire’ (Guan et al., 2013) A 7.5 MW fire was simulated for the fire model. In order to establish similarity in CFD analysis, a fire model should be selected. When the fire models were
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examined, it was understood that the perfect combustion model for diesel was similar to this study. According to Wang et al. (2009) and Galdo Vega et al. (2008), the pool fire for diesel is considered as complete combustion. The perfect combustion equation for diesel is

\[
\text{C}_{10}\text{H}_{22} + 15.5\text{O}_2 + 58.28\text{N}_2 \rightarrow 10\text{CO}_2 + 11\text{H}_2\text{O} + 58.28\text{N}_2
\]

The atomic mass units of elements and combustion equation variables used in the analysis are given in Tables II and III, respectively.

**CFD results**

The movement of the CO gas with time is depicted in Figure 9, and that of CH₄ gas in Figure 10.

From the distribution of CO and CH₄ depicted in Figure 11, it is evident that the air flow undergoes a significant change within the gallery. The pre-fire air flow is represented by the green colour, while the post-fire air flow is shown in red. Notably, the return air that should exit the mine is redirected back into the mine after the fire. This phenomenon is primarily attributed to the increased temperature and pressure in the fire zone, causing the heated air to move towards cooler regions of lower pressure. While a portion of the CO and CH₄ gases escapes the mine, some gases are redirected back inside due to the intensive emission of CO gas and the limited gallery space. The altered thermodynamic conditions of the mine also contribute to this phenomenon.

In order to analyse the flow direction change the velocity, flow, gas distribution, and temperature were calculated in different regions of the flow volume. Figure 12 shows the locations of six of these measurement points.

The mass flow versus time graphs for four of these measurement points are shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the mass flow value at points 3 and 4 is initially positive, becoming negative after about 1000 seconds.

With the change of direction of the air flow, it is seen that the mass flow rates increase rapidly in the main galleries, especially at measurement points 3 and 2, after 800 seconds. Velocity-time plots at the same points are shown in Figure 14. Flow lines of one of the fans in the mine are shown in Figure 15.

**Table II**

Atomic mass units of elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**

Combustion equation variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element and compound formula</th>
<th>Element and compound weight (Ma)</th>
<th>Stoichiometric mole number</th>
<th>Element and compound total weight (M)</th>
<th>Reaction total (Ma)</th>
<th>Total flow rate [kg/s]</th>
<th>Flow rate (kg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactants</td>
<td>C₅₀H₁₂</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2269.84</td>
<td>0.048 874 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>2269.84</td>
<td>0.170 716 879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>1631.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.561 658 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>2269.4</td>
<td>0.151 442 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>2269.4</td>
<td>0.068 149 077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>58.28</td>
<td>1631.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.561 658 331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 9—Path of CO gas during belt fire. A: 180 s, B: 360 s, C: 540 s, D: 1080 s, E: 1440 s, F: 1800 s
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Figure 10—Schematic of change in air flow direction due to fire

Figure 11—Locations of control points for measuring air velocity and flow rate

Figure 12— Locations of control points for measuring air velocity and flow rate
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Figure 13—Mass flow vs time graphs for four different measuring points

Figure 14—Velocity-time graphs for measurement points 1 and 2

Figure 15—Flow streamlines of a fan

Figure 16—Change in mass fraction of CO gas at measuring point 3

Figure 17—Change in mass fraction of CO gas at measuring point 5

Figure 18—Temperature-time graph at measurement point 4

Figure 19—Change in mass ratio of CO gas at measurement point 6
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